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Two groups use different approaches to realize artificial magnetic fields for atoms trapped in a one-
dimensional optical lattice.
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For decades, magnetic fields have been an indispens-
able tool for physicists to better understand the prop-
erties of condensed matter. For instance, only the dis-
covery of the complete expulsion of magnetic fields from
superconductors allowed for their description as thermo-
dynamic states. Strong magnetic fields are required for
the appearance of the quantum Hall effect, where the
conductivity of two-dimensional electron gases becomes
quantized and hence enables the precise measurement of
fundamental constants of nature. More generally, gauge
fields play a central role in the description of macroscopic
quantum phenomena in strongly correlated condensed
matter.

The dynamics of ultracold atoms trapped by a web of
laser light can be made to resemble that of electrons mov-
ing through a crystal lattice. The lattice period d is given
by half an optical wavelength. The atoms tunnel quan-
tum mechanically—preserving the phase of their wave
function—from one lattice site to the next and strongly
interact when occupying the same site. Optical lattices
offer decisive advantages for studying models of strongly
correlated quantum matter, like exact controllability of
system parameters over a wide range and highly versa-
tile experimental setups. Technical challenges arise from
the need to achieve nanokelvin temperatures for quan-
tum effects to become dominant and from comparatively
slow dynamics on millisecond time scales. Furthermore,
the motion of the electrically neutral atoms does not re-
spond to electric and magnetic fields like electrons do.

Nevertheless, the rich physics arising when condensed
matter is placed into magnetic fields is still accessible
in optical lattices if one is able to mimic the effect of a

magnetic field by other means. The quantum-mechanical
effect of a magnetic field on the motion of charged parti-
cles is to imprint a Peierls phase θ onto their wave func-
tion when hopping between lattice sites, thus leading to
a complex hopping parameter. The total phase attained
by a charge moving through a closed loop is determined
by the magnetic flux threading the area enclosed by the
path. Now, presenting their work in Physical Review
Letters, two groups [1, 2], pursuing different approaches,
have experimentally demonstrated the generation of com-
plex hopping amplitudes.
In the experiment by Julian Struck at the University

of Hamburg, Germany and colleagues [1], the optical lat-
tice is deformed by frequency modulating one of the lat-
tice beams on time scales much faster than typical hop-
ping times, which is experimentally straightforward. The
modulation generates a time-dependent force that aver-
ages to zero [(see Fig. 1(a)]. By breaking reflection and
shift symmetries of the force’s time dependence, a Peierls
phase, which smoothly and monotonously increases with
the amplitude of the force, is induced. Importantly, this
technique is independent of the internal structure of the
atoms. The setup is thus expected to work for a wide
range of quantum particles trapped in lattice potentials
that can be forced sufficiently fast.
Karina Jiménez-García and colleagues at the Joint

Quantum Institute, the University of Maryland, College
Park and NIST [2], achieve a similar goal by following
a different approach—explicitly exploiting the internal
atomic structure and blurring the concept of first creating
an optical lattice and then modifying its hopping param-
eters. Instead, they use a combination of Raman lasers
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FIG. 1: (a) Force applied to the optical lattice against time
through frequency modulation of a lattice laser beam in
Struck et al.[1]. By appropriately choosing times T1 and T2
the induced Peierls phase is adjusted. (b) The effective mag-
netic field indicated by the red arrow subtends the solid angle
θ, shown as light red shading, when an atom hops from site
to site in the setup of Jiménez-García et al.[2]. The phase θ
is imprinted on the atomic wave function in this process. (c)
Measured quasimomenta when adiabatically changing θ as a
function of time. The symbol kF BZ indicates the edge of the
first Brillouin zone. ((a),(c) Adapted from J. Struck et al.[1];
(b) Adapted from K. Jiménez-García et al.[2])

and radio frequency fields to reach both goals simultane-
ously, following ideas similar to those first presented by
Dum and Olshanii [3] in 1996. The experiment utilizes
the F = 1 ground state manifold of Rb for which the
laser and radiofrequency fields induce a spatially varying
effective magnetic field. A geometric Berry phase equal
to the solid angle subtended by the field in a tunneling
event is imprinted onto the atomic wave function, thus
generating the required complex hopping amplitude as
shown in Fig. 1(b).

Both experiments demonstrate their respective method
for optical lattices in one spatial dimension where the
only visible effect of a Peierls phase is to shift the min-
imum of the band structure to a finite lattice quasimo-
mentum kmin = θ/d. This shift is measured in both ex-
periments by adiabatically changing θ and measuring the
change in quasimomentum [shown in Fig. 1(c)] in a time-
of-flight setup, which maps momentum states onto atom
positions. In addition both experiments realize abrupt
changes in θ and study the relaxation of the atoms to
the new minimum of the band structure. Finally, the
magnitude of the hopping amplitude and corresponding
effective mass of the atoms are measured by inducing
oscillations in the atom cloud. In both experiments, ex-

cellent agreement with theoretical predictions is obtained
in all of these measurements, demonstrating clearly their
ability to accurately emulate the effects of gauge fields in
optical lattices.
However, it should also be pointed out that these ex-

periments are well explained by single-particle physics.
Atom-atom interactions are insignificant for the obtained
results. The most intriguing many-particle magnetic phe-
nomena rely on weak exchange-type interactions. Thus,
in addition to very stable and well-controlled Hamil-
tonian parameters demonstrated in the current experi-
ments, extremely low temperatures as well as exquisite
control over particle numbers and background trapping
potentials are required for these effects to become visible.
In both papers, the authors also discuss how to po-

tentially extend their setups to two spatial dimensions.
They show how staggered magnetic fields whose flux av-
erages out over sufficiently many lattice sites could be
produced. While in one dimension a change of reference
frame removes Peierls phases, this is not possible in two
spatial dimensions, leading to much richer physics. For
instance, magnetic frustration in a triangular lattice has
recently been observed in an experimental simulation of
classical magnetism by Struck et al.[4]. With access to
novel schemes for controlling Peierls phases, they may
now be able to extend these studies to observe true quan-
tum frustrated many-body dynamics. Similarly, recent
experiments by LeBlanc et al.[5], demonstrating the Hall
effect in superfluid ultracold atoms might benefit from
these new technologies.
Experimental efforts with the aim of studying quan-

tum magnetism in optical lattices are currently on-going
in several groups. For instance, a recent experiment
by Aidelsburger et al.[6] has generated Raman-laser-
imprinted staggered magnetic fields in two-dimensional
lattices (see 12 December 2011 Viewpoint). They com-
bined these techniques with single-site resolution to di-
rectly observe the microscopic atomic motion around a
closed loop of the lattice.
All of these recent experiments constitute impressive

steps towards simulating many-body quantum dynam-
ics in gauge fields by explicitly engineering the micro-
scopic interactions of ultracold atoms with light. Further
progress will soon require full control over spin-dependent
exchange interactions between atoms and may be even
more challenging to achieve. Yet, the potential reward
of gaining an improved understanding of quantum mag-
netism in strongly correlated quantum systems, which
still holds many secrets, will be worth these efforts.
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